NCA-UVAS

NATURE, CULTURE & ARTS CLUB
UVAS
AIMS & OBJECTIVES

• PROTECT NATURE

• PROTECT CULTURE

• PROMOTE ARTS
PROTECT NATURE
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• Alhumdulillah we have planted 3 thousands plants so far …
• And we are looking forward to spread our cause to whole country … insha ALLAH
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

UVAS NCA Celebrates

MARCH 8, 2014
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CRICKET SHOW
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FREE GIUTAR WORKSHOP

NCA-UVAS PRESENTS
FREE GUITAR WORKSHOP

VENUE
Main Auditorium
UVAS Lahore

13-SEP-2014
12:00pm to 4:00pm
FREE GIUTAR WORKSHOP
CULTURAL DAY
ACHIEVEMENTS

• **Finalists** of NAYS microbiology communication challenge sponsored by **AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MICROBIOLOGY**.

• Won **BEST ACTOR AWARD FOR DRAMA COMPETITION**
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DRAMA FEST12
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OUR COLLABORATIONS

- R.S.I.O INTERNATIONAL
- LAHORE LIONS CLUB
- DICES PRO. Pvt Ltd.
- COFFEE SHOP PRODUCTIONS.
- NCA LAHORE
OUR MISSION

• To groom every student of UVAS by providing him opportunities and platform to explore himself.
Welcome to TEAM NCA

- MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN FOR ALL DEGREES
- BE A PART OF OUR EXECUTIVE BODY
- LETS DO SOMETHING SPECIAL .. :D

THANK YOU 😊

visit: www.nca-uvas.com
Facebook.com/nca-uvas
FAQ’s please contact: 03007878072